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Neuronal oscillations in ongoing brain
activity adapt to behaviorally relevant
sensorimotor rhythmicities by phase
prediction and entrainment.
Neuronal oscillations also endogen-
ously impose rhythmicity on percep-
tual, attentional, and action-
generation processes.
These oscillations are spectrally dis-
tributed and functionally specialized,
and thus they depend on cross-fre-
quency coupling for functional
integration.
Infraslow (0.01–0.1 Hz) and slow (0.1–
1 Hz) EEG and BOLD ﬂuctuations are
phase coupled with >1 Hz neuronal
oscillations and slow behavioral perfor-
mance ﬂuctuations.
Neuronal oscillations are likely to oper-
ate in a critical-like state with signiﬁcant
interindividual variability, which has
fundamental implications for the cap-
ability of individual subjects’ neuronal
networks to synchronize, respond to
phase-resetting stimuli, and entrain to
exogenous oscillation.
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matias.palva@helsinki.fi (J.M. Palva).Sensorimotor predictions are essential for adaptive behavior. In natural envi-
ronments, events that demand sensorimotor predictions unfold across many
timescales, and corresponding temporal predictions (either explicit or implicit)
should therefore emerge in brain dynamics. Neuronal oscillations are scale-
speciﬁc processes found in several frequency bands. They underlie periodicity
in sensorimotor processing and can represent temporal predictions via their
phase dynamics. These processes build upon endogenous neural rhythmicity
and adapt in response to exogenous timing demands. While much of the
research on periodicity in neural processing has focused on subsecond oscil-
lations, these fast-scale rhythms are in fact paralleled by critical-like, scale-free
dynamics and ﬂuctuations of brain activity at various timescales, ranging from
seconds to hundreds of seconds. In this review, we put forth a framework
positing that critical brain dynamics are essential for the role of neuronal
oscillations in timing and that cross-frequency coupling ﬂexibly organizes
neuronal processing across multiple frequencies.
Critical-like Multiscale Brain Oscillations for Processing a Critical-like
Multiscale Environment?
Perception and action in natural environments necessitate interplay among representations of
past events, the current state, as well as predictions of both future events and the conse-
quences of our own actions across a continuum of vastly different timescales. Notably, natural
visual [1] and auditory [2] scenes are characteristically scale-free and arrhythmic signals with
power-law scaling behavior (Box 1 and Figure 1A–C). Such lack of scaling or periodicities is
perhaps not too surprising, considering that many aspects of our environment are ongoing
processes involving nonlinear interactions among many agents, or are products of such
processes, and thereby encompass complex or ‘critical’ spatiotemporal dynamics [3]. Critical
dynamics appear in systems poised at a transition between two phases, and such systems are
characterized by stochastic fractal-like architectures, power-law correlations, and rapid inter-
mittent state transitions [3,4]. However, in many real-world settings scale-free environmental
contexts are accompanied by distinct scale-speciﬁc phenomena (i.e., periodic or quasiperiodic
signals; Box 1). Such scale-speciﬁc components arise both from artiﬁcial sources and from
biological systems, for instance through phenomena with rhythmic components, such as gait
and production of speech and music (Figure 1C–E).
What are the neural processes that facilitate effective perception, cognition, and action in
environments that consist of both scale-free and scale-speciﬁc temporal structures? The range
of behaviorally relevant environmental temporal scales is well paralleled by the spectrum ofTrends in Neurosciences, October 2018, Vol. 41, No. 10 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tins.2018.08.008 729
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Box 1. Arrhythmic, Quasiperiodic, and Periodic Signals Characterize Natural Environments and Brain
Activity
The spatiotemporal structure of environmental information is statistically fractal-like and typically lacks characteristic
scales (i.e., it is ‘scale-free’). For example, pictures [1] and audio recordings [2] of natural (including urban) environments
(Figure 1A) have 1/fa-noise like power spectra with roughly a log–log linear decay of power as a function of frequency
(Figure 1B) and a lack of peaks both in single trials and in data averaged across many trials. However, especially in
human-made contexts or in the presence of other animals/humans, it is easily conceivable to have behaviorally relevant
information that has a characteristic scale (i.e., that is at least transiently oscillatory; Figure 1C). Processes that produce
recurrent patterns with an irregular period are termed ‘quasiperiodic’ oscillations. In single trials, quasiperiodic
processes may exhibit power-spectral peaks (Figure 1D), but with adequate variability or summation of signals from
many processes expressing distinct periodicities in different trials, the averaged power spectrum may be experimentally
indistinguishable from the spectra of genuinely arrhythmic signals (Figure 1B). In the case of oscillations that have stable
periodicity across many trials, both the single trial and averaged power spectra have peaks. The fundamental difference
between arrhythmic and quasiperiodic processes is that for quasiperiodic, exactly like for periodic processes, phase is a
functionally signiﬁcant variable whereas for arrhythmic processes, phase is irrelevant and poorly deﬁned because no
periodicities exist.
Human psychophysical performance is also characterized by scale-free dynamics. Concurrent EEG recordings reveal
infraslow (0.01–0.1 Hz) neuronal ﬂuctuations of which the phase is correlated with the ﬂuctuations of behavioral
performance [101]. This implies that infraslow EEG ﬂuctuations are quasiperiodic oscillations because their averaged
power spectrum does not exhibit salient peaks (Figure 1G) such as the one observed at 10 Hz for alpha oscillations,
even if peaks may be observed in shorter data segments [120]. Infraslow scalp EEG ﬂuctuations are coupled with fMRI
resting-state networks [106] and currently represent the slowest process where phase biases behavior.neuronal activities, spanning from frequencies as low as 0.01 Hz up to 200 Hz. Neuronal
oscillations are scale-speciﬁc rhythmic or periodic excitability ﬂuctuations in neuronal popu-
lations that also modulate psychophysical performance (Figure 1F,G). They impose an oscilla-
tion-phase-dependent bias on neuronal ﬁring [5], so that ﬁring is facilitated in the high-
excitability phase and suppressed in the low-excitability phase. Oscillation phase progression
intrinsically contains prospective temporal information about the moments when neuronal
processing will be enhanced. Hence oscillations, by deﬁnition, imply a mechanism for repre-
senting temporal predictions. It appears, indeed, that the brain uses oscillations to sample
sensory information and motor actions rhythmically, and that it adaptively exploits the oscillation
phase to optimize processing in environmentally appropriate moments.
In this review, we aim to bridge three lines of research relevant to this theme. First, we
recapitulate the often-suggested role of neuronal oscillations in providing endogenous and
adaptive clocking for momentarily enhancing neuronal processing. Second, we propose that
distinct forms of cross-frequency coupling play functional roles in organizing the cooperation of
neuronal processes manifesting in distinct timescales or frequency bands. Third, we suggest
that critical-like dynamics, as implied in the slow ﬂuctuations of these oscillations, are essential
for enabling their functional roles by endowing them with three crucial properties: rapid phase
resetting, entrainability, and synchronizability.
Adaptation of Neuronal Oscillations to External Rhythmicity via Entrainment
Efﬁcient neuronal processing requires adaptive optimization to match the expected temporal
structures in sensory information at various timescales. In paradigms involving periodic stimulus
presentation, this temporal structure is salient and, indeed, such periodic stimuli often entrain
neuronal oscillations at the corresponding frequency. For example, auditory stimuli presented
at delta frequencies (1–4 Hz) entrain delta oscillations and lead to improved stimulus detection
probabilities compared to nonperiodic stimulus presentation [6–10]. Moreover, if there is
temporal variability in the acoustic sequences, the phase relationship of delta oscillations in
the auditory cortex and the stimulus sequence predicts the detection of near-threshold stimuli730 Trends in Neurosciences, October 2018, Vol. 41, No. 10
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(Figure legend continued on the bottom of the next page.)
Arrhythmic, Quasiperiodic, and Periodic Signals in the Environment and in the Brain. (A) Natural
images and audio recordings typically exhibit power-law statistics. The signal trace is a simulated 1/f noise that (B) in both
single realizations (left) and in averaged data (right) yields 1/f power spectra. (C) Signals emerging from both natural
environments and in ones shaped by humans often contain periodicities. In the image shown here, periodicities could be
related, for instance, to police car sirens, trafﬁc lights, and ringtones, as well as human gait, speech, and music. Mixtures of
transient periodicities from multiple sources or quasiperiodic oscillators with a large variability in oscillation periods give rise
to power spectra (D) that exhibit peaks at the corresponding frequencies (green and blue bars) in single trials, even though
in averaged data the spectra may be void of peaks. (E) Only oscillations with a stable period retain peaks in averaged power
spectra. (F) Human psychophysical performance is often characterized by scale-free dynamics. In a somatosensory
threshold stimulus detection task, for instance, detected (blue) and undetected (red) stimuli are clustered with power-law,
long-range, temporal correlations [101,103] (here, data are from a representative subject). Further, scalp EEG recordings
reveal infraslow (0.01–0.1 Hz) neuronal ﬂuctuations (black) of which the phase (green) is predictive of behavioral timing in
10–100 s timescales. Infraslow ﬂuctuations (black) are obtained by bandpass ﬁltering the raw EEG signal (0–200 Hz, grey)
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Figure 2. Both Entrained and Intrin-
sically Periodic Sampling Support
Perception and Attentional Func-
tions. (A) Temporally variable auditory
stimulus sequence of an average rhythm
of 2 Hz entrains 2-Hz delta oscillations in
the auditory cortex. (B) Neuronal 2-Hz
oscillations express temporal expecta-
tions so that the hit rate is dependent
on the oscillation phase, and it is more
so at high (left) oscillation amplitude, and
much less so at low (right) amplitudes.
Adapted from [6]. (C) Prestimulus phase
locking of alpha oscillations in a visual
detection task that manipulated percep-
tual expectations and attention (yellow–
red colors indicate p < 0.001). (D) Left:
occipital alpha phase predicted the
weighting of expectations on decision
threshold (threshold for reporting stimulus
presence; blue, ‘expect stimulus pre-
sence’; red, ‘expect stimulus absence’;
decision threshold [Dec. thresh.]; blue
25%, and red 75%). Right: alpha phase
also reﬂected the inﬂuence of expecta-
tions on conﬁdence (green, ‘congruent’
[stimulus present/absent when expecting
presence/absence] red, ‘incongruent’
(vice versa)). Adapted from [26]. (E) Illus-
tration of the frequencies observed in stu-
dies ﬁnding a correlation between
behavioral/action-related measures (hor-
izontal axis) and the phase of sponta-
neous (black dots) or entrained (red
dots) neuronal oscillations. WM, working
memory; DM, decision making; RSN,
resting-state network; Ctx, cortex. This
collection of studies is tabulated in
Table S1 in the supplemental information
online and includes a subset of studies
earlier reported in [19].in a manner dependent on the delta amplitude [6] (Figure 2A,B). Thus, successful entrainment
of neuronal oscillations is paralleled by a behavioral advantage.
Spoken language is of special importance in human social systems. Unlike periodically
presented auditory stimuli, the speech modulation spectrum spans a wide range of frequencies
between 0.25 Hz and 30 Hz [11]. Correspondingly, speech stimuli entrain brain rhythms
similarly in multiple frequency bands [12–15]. Interestingly, however, speech modulation
exhibits a mode at around the same frequency of 5 Hz for many languages. A recent study
using electrical brain stimulation with speech envelopes showed that enhancing neuronal
entrainment leads to improved speech comprehension with the effect peaking at 5 Hz [16].
Entrainment is not limited though to auditory stimuli. Natural-like visual stimuli [17,18] also
entrain oscillations in multiple frequencies. In the audiovisual domain, concurrent phasebetween 0.01 to 0.1 Hz. (G) Grand-average EEG power spectrum (black) does not indicate salient slow periodicity. Grey
lines are single-subject power spectra averaged across 30 min of data. Photos in (A) and (C) courtesy of http://www.
maxpixel.net. (F) and (G) adapted from [101].
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entrainment of delta- (1–4 Hz) and theta-frequency (5–8 Hz) band oscillations in the auditory
cortex has been proposed to provide a basis for continuous tracking of naturalistic audiovisual
streams and integration of auditory and visual information [10]. The phase dynamics of neuronal
oscillations thus appear both highly adaptive to temporal predictability in the environment and
actively utilized in the timing of neuronal processing to optimize task performance.
Periodic Perceptual and Attentional Sampling of Sensory Information
Apart from oscillatory entrainment by external stimuli, a considerable body of research has
revealed how perception is also endogenously dependent on prestimulus neuronal oscillations
[19], so that sensory processing is facilitated when the stimulus presentation evokes activity in
the high-excitability phase of neuronal oscillations [5,20]. Behavioral data, as well as
electrophysiological evidence obtained using electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoen-
cephalography (MEG), suggest that visual perception is intrinsically sampled rhythmically in the
alpha-frequency band (and possibly other bands as well). Primary evidence for this comes from
ﬁndings showing that the prestimulus phase [21–25] of alpha oscillations modulates the
detection and discrimination of visual stimuli. A recent study dissecting the putative functional
roles of the prestimulus phase effects examined how the prestimulus occipital alpha phase
relates to perceptual decisions. The study showed that the prestimulus occipital alpha phase
predicts, speciﬁcally, the biasing of the decision threshold by expectations and the inﬂuence of
conﬁdence in a manner independent of attentional modulation [26] (Figure 2C,D). Further
evidence for discretized or rhythmic alpha-band perception is provided by ﬁndings that, within
alpha cycles, visual object information is fused [27–29], suggesting that alpha cycles reﬂect the
smallest temporal units of subjective visual perception. Most studies on the topic have
observed such intrinsic perceptual sampling to take place at 10 Hz (Figure 2E). Interestingly,
attentional and other top–down temporal predictions also appear to impose rhythmicity on the
sampling of sensory information [21,26,30–32]. For attended sampling, however, perception is
often predicted by low alpha- or theta-band phases (Figure 2E). Thus, attention-mediated
sampling appears to operate at lower frequencies than those associated with perceptual
sampling. Moreover, if two sensory stimuli are observed concurrently, perception is sampled at
delta frequencies [6,32–34], as if a central theta-frequency attentional sampler would focus
cycle-by-cycle on alternating object locations [19,32]. The alpha-vs.-theta dichotomy of
perceptual-vs.-attentional sampling periodicity is further underscored by the associated
scalp-EEG topographies of these effects, which are occipital for alpha and frontal for theta,
respectively [19]. Emphasizing the importance of experimental nuances, in an attentive tem-
poral cueing task, perceptual accuracy was still determined by the phase of posterior alpha
rather than that of frontal theta [35]. Importantly, this study also showed that the pretarget
stimulus alpha phase was inﬂuenced by the preceding cue, which implies that accurate
temporal predictions may be implemented by top–down control of the timing of visual cortex
alpha oscillations [35]. Putatively, such top–down control could be achieved through frontovi-
sual alpha-band phase synchronization that link frontal and visual cortices during visuospatial
attention [36]. These frequency differences among perceptual and attentional sampling sug-
gest that delta, theta, and alpha oscillations form temporal hierarchies matching the hierarchies
of cognitive operations so that higher level functions are associated with slower frequencies.
Modulation of perception by intrinsic brain rhythms in sensory modalities other than vision has
been less studied. In the somatosensory modality, both alpha and beta oscillations have been
associated with modulations of detection probability [37,38]. Also in the auditory domain, target
detection probability has been shown to depend on both theta- and alpha-band prestimulus
phases [39,40]. These studies thus suggest that endogenous temporal integration and parsingTrends in Neurosciences, October 2018, Vol. 41, No. 10 733
of sensory information could have a shared mechanistic basis across sensory modalities, but
with distinctions in entrainability and the role of the prestimulus phase [41].
Brain stimulation studies provide a complementary line of evidence for assessing the relation-
ship of perception and the prestimulus phase of neuronal oscillations. Single-pulse transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS) applied over the human visual cortex induces illusory perceptions.
Similarly to perceptions induced by visual stimuli, TMS-induced perceptions are most reliably
triggered in a given phase of prestimulus alpha oscillations [42,43]. Providing causal evidence
for the relationship between alpha phase and perception in the auditory modality, alpha-
frequency-modulated transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) biases the stimulus-
detection threshold in a phase-dependent manner [44]. Hence, in both auditory and visual
modalities, brain stimulation studies support the idea of alpha-frequency perceptual sampling,
but, to our knowledge, there are no brain stimulation studies testing the causality of this phase
relationship by speciﬁcally manipulating the phase of prestimulus neuronal oscillations.
Sensorimotor Coordination by Brain Rhythmicity
In natural environments, action and perception are invariably intertwined, and perception is
always ‘active’ in the sense of involving cognitive and motor control of sensory sampling. In
primates, the sampling of visual information is dictated by eye movements, especially by
saccades and microsaccades that typically take place at a rate of one to three discrete
movements per second [45]. Saccades sample visual information according to both visual
scene requirements and task attentional demands [46,47]. The apparent delta-band rhyth-
micity of saccades has been suggested to arise so that each saccade is initiated at the end of a
refractory period, when the processing of the previous saccade is ﬁnished [48]. Nonetheless,
saccades have been shown to be phase-locked to prestimulus alpha oscillations in the visual
and medial temporal cortices during memorization of natural images, with the strength of
phase-locking predicting memory performance [49]. Importantly, as in intrinsic perceptual/
attentional sampling, the phase of presaccade theta oscillations per se predicts the perceptual
magnitude of perisaccadic mislocalization [50], and the phase of alpha oscillations (saccadic
reaction times) [22]. Saccades are followed by precisely timed synchronous discharges [51]
and pronounced changes in oscillatory activity in the visual system [46,52,53]. As a result, each
ﬁxation onset is rapidly followed by enhanced neuronal responsiveness and phase alignment
among neuronal oscillations, especially in the theta band, as shown for instance in V1 and in the
hippocampus [52,54]. Saccades thus phase-reset cortical oscillations to endow the new retinal
input with the oscillation phase, yielding optimal excitability. Regardless of the precise mecha-
nism generating saccade periodicity, saccades thus act in many ways as an intrinsic counter-
part to the delta-frequency stimulus entrainment discussed above.
Saccades also appear to impact the coherence of neuronal oscillations among brain regions, and
thereby, possibly, the communication between them. Speciﬁcally, interareal coherence of alpha
oscillations has been found to link cortical areas that encode the retinal location of a visual stimulus
before and after a saccade, which suggests that these alpha oscillations support the construction of
stable visual space representations around the time of saccades and the resulting shifts in retinal
image location [53]. In sum, it appears that the rhythmic perceptual and attentional sampling is
achieved via multiplexing of delta-band eye movements and cortical oscillations with theta andalpha
oscillations, both of which inﬂuence saccade timing and become phase aligned after the saccade.
Alpha oscillations, and their functional roles, have been the topic of many theories and
discussions. Recent years have seen a revived interest in questions relating to the neuronal
mechanisms underlying alpha oscillations. Neuronal ﬁring is modulated by the alpha phase [49];734 Trends in Neurosciences, October 2018, Vol. 41, No. 10
and the presence of alpha-oscillation current generators in all cortical layers in primary sensory
areas suggests that alpha oscillations are involved in both feedforward and feedback pro-
cesses [50,55,56], in line with the idea that alpha oscillations may regulate both intrinsic sensory
processing and its attentional sampling. The contribution of alpha phase synchronization is
exempliﬁed by studies examining the roles of frontal areas in attention and visual perception. In
the primate frontal eye ﬁelds (FEFs), saccade-related activity peaks around the time of saccade
initiation [57]. Synchronization and phase-coherence between FEF and visual cortices is
associated with attentional modulation of neuronal activity [58,59]. During visual attention,
cortical processing in the visual areas is modulated by thalamic input through alpha-band
synchronization [60], suggesting that thalamic alpha oscillations may contribute to cortical
alpha-band rhythmicity in attentive states. Studies using TMS showed that perturbing FEF
activity can ‘break’ the coupling between visuospatial attention and eye movements [61] and
slow down perception [62]. In humans, the sources of attention-related synchronization in the
prefrontal cortex are more widespread, but, overall, long-range alpha phase synchronization
among frontal, parietal, and visual cortices seems to be salient, as seen for instance in a visual
attention task [36]. Such links provide a putative network-level basis for how visual perception is
dependent on the phase of local alpha oscillations in occipital areas.
The roles of rhythmic brain activity in action generation go beyond the oculomotor system. In fact,
adaptive motor control involving cortical oscillations entrained by environmental periodicities
seems to be fairly widespread. The speed of motor actions is dependent on delta-band phase
in both human scalp EEG [8,63] and intracranial EEG [64], and motor responses are facilitated
during the high-excitability phases, similarly to what is seen in perceptual sampling. Slow ﬁnger
movements are discretized into alpha-frequency steps that are phase coupled with motor cortical
alpha oscillations [65], supporting the idea that alpha-band oscillations underlie temporal framing
of both sensory information and actions. Finally, coordination between the motor cortex and
muscles is supported by corticospinal coherence, which (depending on experimental conditions)
was shown to take place in the beta- or gamma-bands in humans [66–68], and in the beta-band in
monkeys [69,70]. The motor cortex is also phase-synchronized with other brain regions in a task
dependent manner. For example, concurrent synchronization in delta and gamma bands con-
nects sensorimotor, frontal, and parietal brain areas during conscious somatosensory perception
and action [71]. For speech perception, theta-band synchronization between auditory and
speech-motor regions was observed while participants listened to syllables [72]. Direct evidence
for the importance of neuronal oscillation phase in action coordination comes from studies where
TMS was applied over the motor cortex. The TMS-evoked muscle activation was dependent on
the phase of cortical slow [73] and beta-band [74] oscillations. Hence, discrete sampling and
phase-dependent coding extend from perception and attention, as previously discussed, to
motor control and action generation as well.
Oscillations Contribute to Evidence Accumulation for Temporal Information
Acquisition
Many ecologically valid situations necessitate explicit estimation of the timing of events in both
natural environments and in ones shaped by humans. Explicit representation of temporal infor-
mation in the brain has been frequently investigated using interval timing tasks. In these tasks,
subjects are asked to make judgments based on temporal intervals between pairs of events.
Explicit estimation of time in intervals from seconds to minutes involves activity in many areas
related to motor control such as in premotor and supplementary motor areas, basal ganglia, and
the cerebellum, but also in the prefrontal cortex, frontal operculum, and posterior parietal cortex
[75]. Theoretical models of time estimation suggest that the timing process is dependent on the
accumulation of implicit duration information over the task-relevant time window [76–78]. It hasTrends in Neurosciences, October 2018, Vol. 41, No. 10 735
been proposed that this accumulation of information could be achieved through rhythmic or
periodic ﬂuctuations (i.e. via neuronal oscillations) [79]. This idea is supported by ﬁndings showing
that the subjective perception of passage of time is rhythmic [80]. Yet, data on the oscillatory
mechanism underlying explicit time estimation are scarce. Temporal predictions in monkeys have
been related to beta oscillations [81]. Similarly, in source-modelled human MEG data, time-
estimation in a working memory (WM) task is correlated with the amplitude of beta oscillations in
the sensorimotor (SM) areas and posterior parietal cortex (PPC) [82]. As beta oscillations are
generally linked to motor coordination, such neuroanatomical localization supports the idea that
the explicit estimation of temporal intervals is tightly linked to action generation. Dynamic asso-
ciations and coupling between temporal estimations and actions would allow fast and accurate
action generation according to environmental demands.
Cross-frequency Interactions between Oscillations at Multiple Scales Govern
Neuronal Processing across Cortical Hierarchies
The studies reviewed above converge to show that phase dynamics of oscillations in multiple
frequency bands, with distinct neuroanatomical sources and functional roles, are essential for
perceptual and attentional sampling, sensorimotor coordination, and temporal predictions. The
frequencies of neuronal oscillations underlying this temporal coordination and setting the
temporal integration windows are dependent on the level of cognitive hierarchy (Figure 2E).
Coordination and functional integration of such multiscale neuronal oscillations demands
cross-frequency coupling (CFC) mechanisms such as cross-frequency phase synchronization
(CFS) [83,84] or phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) [85] (Figure 3A–C). Yet, whether and how
these mechanisms coordinate neuronal processing, from rhythmically sampled perception, to
periodically implemented steps in continuous actions, has remained incompletely understood.
PAC has been repeatedly observed between slow (<1 Hz) and fast (>1 Hz) oscillations
(Figure 3D) as well as among fast oscillations. It has been suggested to provide a generic
temporal segmentation mechanism for cognitive functions [86,87]. According to one view, for
instance, sensory information is represented in gamma oscillations, which are then segmented
by PAC into gamma bursts with slower oscillations [88,89]. In line with these ideas, gamma
oscillation amplitudes are indeed coupled to the phase of delta, theta, and/or alpha oscillation
phases during attentional sampling of sensory information, both in humans and non-human
primates [7,9,90], as well as during working memory [91]. During entrainment of multiscale
neuronal oscillations in speech perception, the amplitude of gamma oscillations in the auditory
cortex is locked to the theta phase, which has been proposed to support speech segmentation
[92,93]. Also the phase of a slow 1 Hz component that is locked to phrasal contents has been
found to be coupled with the amplitude of beta-frequency oscillations in motor areas [14].
Observations of PAC during attention and speech perception tasks suggest that it plays a
functional role in expressing temporal predictions by supporting time windows of enhanced
excitability deﬁned by the phase of delta, theta, and alpha oscillations.
Cross-frequency phase synchronization (CFS) is another form of CFC, distinct from PAC, and is
characterized by a stable phase-difference between two neuronal assemblies oscillating with
an m:n frequency ratio [83,94,95]. Since, unlike in PAC, the phases of both the faster and
slower oscillation are relevant for CFS, it necessarily operates at the temporal accuracy of the
faster oscillation and endows the coupled assemblies with a consistent spike-timing relation-
ship. CFS may thus trigger neuronal coincidence detection mechanisms and serve the
regulation of neuronal communication similarly to 1:1 synchronization. CFS has been observed
in human sensor-level MEG recordings during a WM intensive mental calculation task [83],
during a WM [96] task, as well as during attention demanding visual perception [97]. More736 Trends in Neurosciences, October 2018, Vol. 41, No. 10
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(Figure legend continued on the bottom of the next page.)
Cross-frequency Interactions for Coupling near and far Frequencies. (A) Schematic of oscillatory
cortical hierarchies with an example broadband signal composed of simulated oscillations in three frequency bands (B). Note
that the seeminglynonsinusoidaland asymmetric appearance of the broadband signal iscaused exclusively bythegenuine1:2
phase synchronization between the sinusoidal 10 and 20 Hz oscillations. (C) Schematic illustration of phase-amplitude
coupling (PAC) and cross-frequency synchronization (CFS). PAC indicates that the amplitude envelope of the fast oscillation
(A80 Hz, dotted line) is correlated with the phase of the slow oscillation (u10 Hz). PAC may be estimated by ﬁltering A80 Hz at the
slow frequency (here 10 Hz, ﬁlled line) and evaluating 1:1-phase coupling with the phase-locking value [120]. CFS indicates
cross-frequency correlation between the phases of two signals at frequencies fxand fy that have a (usually small) integer ratio n:
m so that nfx = mfy. Unlike PAC, CFS enables consistent spike-time relationships in the underlying neuronal populations. Here
we illustrate 1:2 CFS of beta and alpha oscillations, which in human brain activity is by far the most prevalent [83,84]. (D) PAC
among infraslow oscillations and 1–40 Hz oscillations characterizes scalp EEG in detection tasks, where the infraslow phase is
also correlated with behavioral hit rate. Note that such PAC inherently also introduces cross-frequency amplitude–amplitude
correlations among the 1–40 Hz oscillations. Adapted from [101]. (E) CFS during working memory retention links hubs of 1:1
within-frequency-synchronized networks and may serve cross-frequency functional integration (ang, angular; C, central; CN,
cuneus; F, frontal; G, gyrus; i, inferior; L, left; la, lateral; m, middle; O, occipital; P, parietal; po, post; pr, pre; R, right; S, sulcus; s,
superior; sup, supramarginal; T, temporal; tr, transversal). Adapted from [98]. (F) Mean scaling exponents (b) of long-range
temporal correlations (LRTCs) in alpha-band oscillations during stimulus-detection task (Task) and in a separate resting-state
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recently, CFS has also been observed in source-reconstructed MEG/EEG data during
parametric visual WM (VWM) tasks [98] (Figure 3E). There, VWM maintenance was character-
ized by CFS of theta with alpha, beta, and gamma oscillations as well as by CFS of high-alpha
with beta and gamma oscillations. These data suggest that CFS is a functionally signiﬁcant
communication mechanism that, at least hypothetically, could underlie temporal segmentation
and coordination of neuronal processing across multiple temporal scales.
Scale-Free Behavioral and Neuronal Fluctuations
Human cognitive performance is highly variable, but ﬂuctuates in an autocorrelated manner so
that performance in any given trial is similar to the preceding trials [99]. These autocorrelations
are power-law distributed, long-range temporal correlations (LRTCs) that last up to hundreds of
seconds (Figure 1F) [100–102]. Similar slow ﬂuctuations and LRTCs also characterize the
amplitude envelopes of >1 Hz oscillations in electrophysiological data and blood-oxygen-level
dependent (BOLD) signals in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data [101,
103–105]. Moreover, neuronal and behavioral LRTCs are correlated so that subjects with
strong LRTCs in neuronal ﬂuctuations, both at rest and during the task, also have strong LRTCs
in behavioral ﬂuctuations [103] (Figure 3F,G), which shows that LRTCs reﬂect a trait-like
dynamic of spontaneous brain activity that is preserved during task execution.
LRTCs in neuronal activity are reﬂected in slow and infraslow (0.01–1 Hz) ﬂuctuations that are
observable directly in slow EEG potentials, in addition to the amplitude envelopes and fMRI
BOLD signals. These slow ﬂuctuations are scale-free (i.e., have a power-law spectrum, but can
either be composed of arrhythmic noise or quasiperiodic oscillations [Figure 1F,G]). Supporting
the latter alternative, in scalp EEG [101], the phase but not the amplitude of the infraslow
ﬂuctuations predicts the detection of weak sensory stimuli so that slow ﬂuctuations segment
behavior into streaks of detected and undetected stimuli (Figure 1F). The slow EEG scalp
potential ﬂuctuations are direct electrophysiological correlates of the fMRI resting-state network
activity [106] (Figure 3H) and also BOLD ﬂuctuations are predictive of detection performance
variability [107–109]. fMRI data suggest that the performance ﬂuctuations may arise from the
antagonistic interplay between the default mode and attentional or cingulo-opercular control
networks [107,110,111].
Both in scalp EEG [101] and fMRI, these slow scalp-potential (Figure 1F) and hemodynamic
ﬂuctuations are coupled via PAC with 1–40 Hz oscillations (Figure 3D). This suggests that
similarly to delta, theta, and alpha oscillations, these slow ﬂuctuations reﬂect excitability
ﬂuctuations in neuronal networks leading to temporal segmentation of neuronal processing,
and consequently also behavioral performance, in the slow timescales.
Brain Criticality as a Mechanism for Slow Fluctuations
LRTCs and power-law scaling are a phenomenological signature of systems operating in or
near a critical state [4,112]. Several lines of evidence have shown similar indications of critical
dynamics in neuronal activity, including avalanche dynamics and LRTCs. Despite growing
evidence that slow ﬂuctuations and scale-free neuronal dynamics modulate behavioralsession (Rest) are correlated with the mean behavioral scaling exponents of task data (bbehav). (G) Correlations between
behavioral scaling exponents, b, and neuronal LRTCs in the resting state well delineated in speciﬁc brain areas. Adapted from
[103]. (H) Infraslow ﬂuctuations in full-band EEG (fbEEG) and fMRI BOLD signals exhibit correlations in the same anatomical
regions. BOLD independent components (red–yellow) are overlaid by correlation maps between fbEEG independent
components and fMRI voxel signals (green; VIS, visual network; DMN, default mode network; DAN, dorsal attention network;
SAL, saliency network; S2, secondary somatosensory network; M1, primary motor network; EXEC, executive control
network). Adapted from [106].
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performance, these phenomena have been largely thought to be intrinsic or even epiphenom-
enal properties of brain activity, with possibly no functional relationship to the dynamics of
natural environments. Yet, critical brain dynamics has been proposed to be essential for
enabling rapid switching between metastable states and to maximize information transfer
and capacity of the system as well as its dynamic range [4,112]. Critical dynamics emerge in
systems poised at a phase transition between two states, here termed the ‘subcritical’ and
‘supercritical’ states. At the critical point, spatiotemporally global correlation patterns, such as
synchronization, can emerge from local interaction mechanisms. Brains, and in particular brain
oscillations, exhibit critical-like dynamics [4,105,112,113]. Criticality endows the system with
maximal information capacity, transmission capability [114], and dynamic range [115]. In
particular, criticality has fundamental implications to functional properties of neuronal network
oscillations, where it indicates a balance between disorder and order (i.e., between too low and
excessively high synchronization). Despite such theoretical predictions, research ﬁelds explor-
ing the functional roles of neuronal oscillations, as assessed here, have been only scarcely
connected with the ﬁeld of neuronal criticality [116]. At the critical point with intermediate mean
synchronization, the long-range correlations and power-law scaling emerge in oscillatory
dynamics, and the variability of synchronization is maximized [117,118] (Figure 4A,B). It should(C)
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Figure 4. Critical Dynamics Endows Locally Coupled Oscillatory Systems Long-Range Spatiotemporal
Correlations and Maximizes Phase Reset Responses. (A) Simulated synchronization time series in a Kuramoto
model, a network of phase coupled oscillators, poised at subcritical (blue), critical (black), and supercritical (orange)
regimes. (B) The ‘control parameter’ in this model is strength of mean coupling among oscillators (x-axis). Synchronization
(black line), i.e., the ‘order parameter’, increases monotonically with increasing coupling. At the critical phase transition
between disordered (low synchronization) and ordered (high synchronization), the system exhibits the greatest variability
and exhibits emergent, long-range, power-law correlations, as indicated by the peaking of the scaling exponent, b, of
detrended ﬂuctuation analysis (DFA, magenta line). (C,D) In the critical state, the system exhibits more long-lasting
responses to external phase-resetting stimuli than in subcritical or supercritical states, showing that changes in the
system’s operating point along the subcritical to supercritical axis may have signiﬁcant consequences for phase resetting
and entrainment in neuronal systems.
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Outstanding Questions
The prestimulus phase can bias
behavioral outcomes. What are the
brain structures implicated in this pro-
cess? Does the bias arise in sensory or
attentional systems, and how is the
localization dependent on the relevant
oscillation frequency?
Large-scale networks of interareal
phase coupling coordinate attention
and conscious perception. Are the
prestimulus phase biases associated
with the hubs of these networks and
are they related to speciﬁc interareal
phase relationships?
What is the role of thalamocortical
alpha-band rhythmicity in perceptual
sampling?
Are temporal predictions arising from
oscillatory processes at multiple fre-
quencies coordinated via cross-fre-
quency interactions? Does cross-
frequency coupling play an instrumen-
tal role in this context or is it more of an
epiphenomenon?
Do critical brain dynamics enable, or
conversely limit, phase-locking and
entrainment of neuronal activity
according to sensorimotor demands?
Are infraslow ﬂuctuations entrainable
or adaptive, and, if so, do they contrib-
ute to sensorimotor predictions in the
timescales of seconds to tens of
seconds?
What is the mechanistic relationship
between explicit time estimation and
implicit temporal predictions?be noted, however, that at the whole-brain scale, and unlike in classical theoretical models of
criticality in homogenous systems, both neuronal synchronization and criticality are co-orga-
nized in modular structures [116]. This is in line with theoretical studies showing that in
heterogeneous or, in particular, hierarchically modular and real brain networks, the critical
point is ‘stretched’ into a wider critical regime [119]. Here the system operates in a ‘Grifﬁths
phase’ where it exhibits ‘critical-like’, rather than strictly critical, dynamics.
We propose that critical dynamics of neuronal oscillations, despite being reﬂected in their slow
ﬂuctuations, are a prerequisite for fast and dynamic adaptation to environmental, natural,
statistical regularities, and for the underlying capability for phase resetting and entrainment. If
the neuronal system is set too far into the subcritical domain, neuronal oscillations are too
weakly synchronized. In this case, neuronal oscillations will be unable to impose the intrinsic
periodicity required for effective processing or to propagate the entrainment needed for
synchronization with extrinsic signals. Conversely, in a system that is too far into supercritical
settings, neuronal oscillations exhibit excessive synchronization. Here, information engrained in
ﬁner spatiotemporal structures is lost, and neural circuits are unable to ﬂexibly alter their phase
dynamics for entrainment. In sum, neuronal oscillations that are near criticality and at the
optimal intermediate levels of synchronization are most ﬂexible; they are able to achieve rapid
transitions into novel states via phase-resetting (Figure 4C,D), and to adapt to the periodicities
in sensory information. This is particularly important in the context of scale-free, possibly only
quasiperiodic, environmental rhythmicities (Figure 1 and Box 1), where brain mechanisms must
extract temporal information and adapt to the dynamically varying periodicity rapidly.
Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives
The studies reviewed here show that across a wide range of timescales, brain dynamics can
explicitly predict temporal intervals as well as adapt to behaviorally relevant environmental
rhythmicities by phase prediction and entrainment of neuronal oscillations. They also show that
even in the absence of explicit environmental, temporal information, endogenous neuronal
oscillations impose rhythmicity on perceptual, attentional, and action-generation processes.
Crucially, the intrinsic pacing of sensorimotor and cognitive functions via 1–15 Hz oscillations
appears to be a central mechanism for parsing continuous sensory input streams and for
achieving neuronal coordination in large-scale brain circuits. Although a number of studies have
examined the relationship between brain oscillations and temporal predictions in simpliﬁed
laboratory settings, fewer studies have addressed sensory sampling in more natural environ-
ments where incoming sensory information is scale-free and comprised of a variety of time-
scales. This exciting line of research suggests that the sampling of natural sensory information
across multiple scales correspondingly involves neuronal oscillations in multiple frequency
bands and necessitates CFC mechanisms. We propose that CFC enables coordinated
cooperation between the oscillating assemblies and communication between them. Putatively,
these coupling mechanisms encompass alpha-band perceptual/motor sampling, beta-band
attentional sampling, and delta oscillations supporting functions such as active sensing and
speech perception. In particular, while PAC readily couples these slow oscillations with
gamma-band activities, it has remained less clear how the spectrally nearby 1–15 Hz oscil-
lations are mutually coordinated. We propose that one possible mechanism could be CFS that
ﬂexibly couples oscillations with small (e.g., 1:2 and 1:3) frequency ratios with the temporal
accuracy of the faster oscillation and hence parse multiscale sensorimotor information and
cognitive operations. Future studies are required to elucidate the mechanistic roles of PAC and
CFS in cross-scale coordination of neuronal processing.740 Trends in Neurosciences, October 2018, Vol. 41, No. 10
The functional signiﬁcance of scale-free neuronal activity and behavioral performance ﬂuctua-
tions below 1 Hz remain another focal topic for future research. These slow ﬂuctuations are
observed in the fMRI BOLD signal as well as in the amplitude envelopes of fast >1 Hz
oscillations and <1 Hz slow cortical potentials in electrophysiological data. These ﬂuctuations
are likely to be caused by emergent critical-like brain dynamics. In the context of temporal
expectations, the dynamic state of the neuronal systems at hand (whether critical or subcritical/
supercritical) is rarely considered. The dynamic state could contribute signiﬁcantly to the ability
of neuronal oscillations to express ﬂexible synchronization, phase resetting, and entrainment. In
addition, it is tempting to speculate that the dynamic state of neural systems, apart from its
variation across speciﬁc brain systems and different external conditions, also varies between
individuals, possibly through heritable processes and may thus contribute to the interindividual
variability in corresponding perceptual and attentional measures (see Outstanding Questions).
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